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Tuesday, 3 September 2019

8-8.30am Registration

8.30am Conference Open

8.45-10.00am

Keynote:  

Dr Jason Fox. Into the Storm — Leadership and pioneering in paradox 

The Industrial Age is long dead, and our Information Age is at dusk. As we stand at the cusp of a new Age, leaders must navigate 
new shifts in the dance: from hierarchies to networks, from centralised control to distributed authority, from robust planning to 
antifragile experimentation, and from profit-obsessed to purpose-driven entities. What are these new philosophies of leadership 
that will help navigate the storm and how do they manifest in real life?


Jason is a writer, motivational speaker and leadership advisor


10.00-10.30am Morning Tea Break

10.30-11.15am

Case Study #1:  

Roche Pharmaceuticals. Catalyzing a leadership and culture change across 120+ countries. 

Roche, a global healthcare organisation, with over 92,000 employees has undertaken a dramatic approach to leadership 
development and culture change to ensure they focus on impact and deliver better outcomes for more patients, faster. Hear why 
the organisation has embarked on this transformation journey and what they have learned so far.


With Rachel Frizberg, Area Head Asia Pacific, Roche Pharmaceuticals


11.15-12.00pm

Panel Conversation #1:  

Leadership Development in organisations: How are organisations meeting the demands of the business through 
developing leaders? 
Is the buzzword of transformation really relevant? How is business impact measured? Where does innovation and agility meet 
basic leadership fundamentals? What are the differences between a state only organisation, a national focused organisation and a 
MNC?


With representatives from Queensland Treasury Corporation (QTC), St Vincents Health Australia, icare & VIVA Energy.


12-12.50pm Lunch Break

1-2pm

Breakout Sessions #1  

‣ What the 'bleep' is Systemic Coaching? With Dr Paul Lawrence, Principal, Centre for Coaching in Organisations

‣ The Business Case for The Leadership Circle - What, Why and When! With Kerry Azar, Head of Strategic Relationships

‣ Introduction to The Leadership Circle Framework. With Peter Shields. Leadership Circle Faculty, Executive Coach

‣ Why agile leadership is needed to truly implement an agile culture in organisations. With Dr Munib Karavdic, Managing 

Director WAVE design and Conjoint Professor in Intrapreneurship, UNSW, & Anthony Elliott, EGM Corporate Services, Open 
Universities Australia. 

2-2.15pm Break

2.15-3pm

Breakout Sessions #2:  

• Learning leadership through play! Holly Cole-Havens, Senior Executive Coach

• Introduction to The Leadership Circle Framework. Peter Shields, Leadership Circle Faculty, Executive Coach

• What the 'bleep' is systemic coaching? Dr Paul Lawrence, Principal, Centre for Coaching in Organisations

• Deep dive into reading Leadership Circle profiles. With Steve Athey, Partner, Full Circle Group & The Leadership Circle, Dr 

John Wood, Managing Director & Founder,, Leadership Solutions Global & Sarah Cornally, Systemic Leadership Consultant, 
Leadership Circle Faculty & Executive Coach. 

3.15-3.45pm Afternoon Tea Break

3.45-4.45pm

Panel Discussion #2:  

The relationship between the leader and their coach. What is in the space between the leader and their coach that 
enables dialogues that lead to insights and potential change? 

When a leader is choosing a coach to work with the choice is predominantly based on chemistry. This non scientific but very 
human approach yields a range of outcomes. Some positive and some very neutral. But some relationships seems to get 
extraordinary results. Why is that? What are the dynamics that enable great outcomes? How it works and when does it not? What 
do the leader and their coach need to bring to the relationship to both get great outcomes?


In this moderated panel Gordon will interview leaders and their coaches to understand the relationship and the white space 
between them that enables the coaching relationship to work.


Chairperson Dr Gordon Spence, Sydney Business School, University of Wollongong.


4.45-5pm Dr Jason Fox wraps up the day.
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Wednesday, 4 September 2019

8.30am Conference Open

8.45-10.00am

Keynote:  

Steve Athey. Foundations of Tyranny: The dominant narrative identity - A developmental approach to the midlife 
challenges of selfhood and leadership. 

One of the most challenging complexities leaders face is the complexity of the self. Following Steve’s highly regarded keynote at 
our 2018 conference, he returns to Australia to a further exploration of Narrative Identity and the Constricted Imagination.


This year Steve tackles another aspect of self-making through narrative, how our dominant identity story can become tyrannical in 
midlife—crushing diversity, limiting experimentation, and propagating an increasingly sterile monoculture of selfhood. These 
plateaus are primary obstacles to adaptive leadership.


Steve Athey, Senior Partner, The Leadership Circle & Full Circle Group


10-10.30am Break

10.30-11.30am

Case Study #2:  

A Personal Leadership Journey – how a CEO successfully navigated complexity and transformed his leadership style. 

With Gary Carroll, CEO and Managing Director, G8 Education Limited and Heather Linaker, Queensland State Director, 
Stephenson Mansell Group. 

11.30-12.45

Panel Conversation #3:  

Transformation practices to help leaders navigate the complexities they face. 
Many articles are written about navigating complexities and transforming leaders to be able to meet higher demands. But what 
does this actually mean and how does this happen. Our panel share their experiences, insights, practices and go to resources in 
an open and wide ranging conversation. Keep your pens nearby to capture a raft of precious anecdotes and a bunch of wisdom.


With Mary Dwyer, CEO, Impact Solutions International, Steve Athey, Senior Partner, The Leadership Circle & Full Circle Group, 
Sarah Cornally, Systemic Leadership Consultant, Leadership Circle Faculty & Executive Coach and Mark Burrell, Vice President 
Consulting, Full Circle Group.


12.45-1pm Formal Close

1-2pm Lunch

2.00-5.00pm

Workshops: 

1. Systems Intelligence in Organisations: The interspace between increased complexity, slowing down to listen to the edges and harnessing the whole. 

What if we could map our understanding of the elements of the system, and discover if any aspects were missing from our mental model? What if we could explore the 
relationship between the elements, and discover what had more potency in the mix? What if we could discover what was needed for various elements to have a better 
relationship with each other, so the system could be in flow, doing what it is designed to do? And why is quantum thinking essential in the face of ambiguity and 
complexity?


For any leader looking to see beyond the obvious this workshop is a must. Sarah has spent over three decades consulting to local and global organisations. In the last 
decade she has studied and taught extensively in the subjects of systemic dynamics, leadership development and conscious leadership. Bring an open mind to this 
session as it will undoubtedly be filled by the end!


Sarah Cornally, Systemic Leadership Consultant, Leadership Circle Faculty & Executive Coach.


2. Creative Wisdom Masterclass: Unleashing the passion, responsibility and imagination of every team member in the organisation 

Empowered, agile and shared leadership is rising to claim its rightful place in the sun these days, being especially recognised as key to navigating change. Anyone 
supporting this ethos needs a firm belief that everybody has passion, responsibility and imagination at their core. And they need methods that kindle such qualities and 
then fan the flames. This masterclass explores three such methods; ‘live’ case studies, circle conversations and self-organised collaboration. You’ll get a taste of the 
methods in action and discuss their numerous applications.


Brett Wood, Founder, Creative Wisdom.


3. How the Immunity to Change™ (ITC) process helps teams to become unstuck in organisations. 

Teams are the main form that architects, strategises and actually does the work within organisations. When teams work well the whole organisation benefits. But often 
teams stall for no apparent reason with many negative implications. In this very interactive and dynamic workshop Dr. Pauline Lee and Padraig O’Sullivan will explore 
the Immunity to Change process by Kegan and Lahey and how it best applies to teams. The workshop will cover:


• What is ITC for Teams

• The methodology – a process for participants to practice with

• How we have integrated it into our team coaching practice

• Case Studies of teams with associated outcomes


Dr Pauline Lee, Full Circle Group Associate & Padraig O’Sullivan, President The Leadership Circle Full Circle Group.


4. Why adult development is at the core of developing leaders to navigate their personal and professional complexities 

What is adult development theory and how can leaders and coaches use the frameworks for optimal development? Understanding the foundation of adult 
development is capacity to take a range of perspectives- typically referred to as 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th perspectives (and even 5th and 6th). In this interactive and 
content rich workshop Dr. John Wood will explore a range of adult development frameworks and what enhances movement through key stages for humans.


For leaders in the audience John will share a range of ideas to help reflection and self-development irrespective of what stage the leader is at.


For coaches and facilitators, John will outline stage of development of coach/facilitator and what this means for The Leadership Circle debriefing, ie how the coach 
can optimise their own being in order to optimise their Leadership Circle debrief sessions. He will also outline later stages of development and what this means for 
coaching and debriefing. This promises to be a very enlightening and information rich workshop.


Dr John Wood. Director, Leadership Solutions.
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